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Data Dystopia
JAMES J. WIRTZ
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an Age of Information Overload
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Assessments of the Information
Revolution’s impact fall along a
continuum. On the positive side are
visionaries like Bill Tovey and his
collaborators who believe that growing
access to information, the ability to create
networks of like-minded people, and
increasing computational power will
produce a global human–machine
consciousness that will generate better
public policy and fundamental
improvement in the quality of life around
the globe.1 Others, as demonstrated by
the title of Robert Mandel’s latest
monograph, take a less sanguine view of
the developing situation. His Information
Age manifesto proclaims that, instead of
fostering enlightenment, rational choice,
and refined situational awareness, today’s
data deluge fuels confusion and anxiety
as policymakers and citizens alike try to
separate the wheat from the chaff in the
information tsunami. Mandel is no
Luddite, but he has identified a key
paradox of the Information Age. As
sources of information increase in
quantity and variety, signal to noise ratios
deteriorate, making the development of
accurate perceptions and assessments
increasingly difficult. Under these
circumstances, as Michel Foucault years
ago anticipated, all data becomes
encapsulated within competing political
agendas. Agitprop has replaced
information in the data deluge that is
drowning both public and private life.
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Although optimists might respond
that accurate data, identified and refined
by better search algorithms or even
artificial intelligence, will eventually
crowd out bad information, Mandel is
skeptical, noting that the effort to
separate fake news from the real McCoy
is exceeding human capacity. He also
notes that more computational power
and superior programming will do little
to improve the situation because
technology cannot address the cognitive
and bureaucratic constraints that have
always bedeviled analysis. Ironically,
Mandel notes that a lack of information
was never really the problem facing
intelligence analysts anyway. Under
these circumstances, envisioning how
virtually unlimited amounts of data will
make their tasks easier is difficult.
THE DATA DELUGE AND
INTELLIGENCE
After throwing down this gauntlet to
Information Age optimists, Mandel turns
to his real concern, namely assessing the
impact of the data deluge on world
politics in general, and on intelligence
estimates in particular. The proliferation
of information and its sources, and the
ambiguity and opacity it produces, can
fuel threat perceptions and anxiety as
analysts and policymakers attempt to
develop meaningful situational
awareness. Data overload also enables
denial and deception, despite the fact that
the Information Revolution makes it
virtually impossible for even good
operational security to prevent accurate
data from reaching opponents. But
Mandel notes that a flood of superfluous
information will surround these accurate
signals, making attempts to track
important developments difficult. The
cacophony encountered by analysts is
ripe for manipulation because bits and
pieces of data can be deliberately made
salient, leading analysts to reach the
wrong conclusion. Global Data Shock
suggests that analysts and the public alike
are generally so desperate for clarity,
comprehension, and validation, that not
much is necessary to lead them down
some primrose path.
To illustrate his position, Mandel
explores a series of recent events to track
how data overload interacts with denial
and deception to shape outcomes.
Nevertheless, his case studies raise a
troubling question. Why would one side
in some contest be able to rise above the
data cacophony to orchestrate a
successful denial and deception strategy?
Two answers are suggested. First,
successful manipulation requires
recognition of how the playing field has
changed, so to speak, making ambiguity
the dominant feature of the times. This
recognition must also be accompanied by
a plan to utilize this new pervasive
ambiguity as part of an overall strategy.
Mandel points to President Donald J.
Trump, for example, as a political figure
who clearly knows how to manipulate
ambiguity by raising uncertainty among
opponents and by cutting through the
data cacophony with powerful images
and messages. In his second evaluation,
the offense seems to have an advantage,
in that those moving toward some goal at
least know where they are going and
what they are attempting to do. In other
words, Information Age denial and
deception is based on exacerbating and
manipulating ambiguity, forcing the
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target to spend excessive amounts of time
trying to figure out what is going on.
Uncertainty preoccupies the opponents,
giving them less time to counter the
aggressor’s initiatives and plans. People
tend to become focused when elements
of a story generate a visceral response;
ignored might be the elements of a
developing situation that are of real
significance.
Ongoing congressional investigations
of apparent Russian meddling in the
2016 American presidential elections
offer a vivid example of an aggressor
nation’s strategic exploitation of the
contemporary data deluge. The Russians
injected themed messages into the data
streams that allegedly favored the Trump
candidacy, but they also deliberately
inflamed political, social, racial, gender,
and class tensions within the United
States. Extreme messages designed to
agitate all points on the political
spectrum sought to create confusion,
anxiety, and fear by drowning out
reasoned political discourse. The
Russians helped create a situation in
which truly strategic behavior becomes
increasingly difficult and politics becomes
mired in arguments about emotionally
appealing and empirically suspect story
lines that have little to do with reality.
Russian strategy reflects the new “best
practice” in Information Age denial and
deception—get the target to focus on fake
news, not the real news.
GARBAGE IN/GARBAGE
OUT UPDATED
Global Data Shock highlights the
Information Age paradox that more
information does not necessarily improve
the quality of our situational awareness
and policy formulation. It also highlights
how the inherent ambiguity of the data
stream can be manipulated to exacerbate
its disruptive qualities, creating
distraction, anxiety, and acrimony that
undermine constructive strategic
calculations. Polities are increasingly
porous when subjected to foreign
influence and political manipulation.
Indeed, if the 11 September 2001 Islamist
terror attacks on New York City and
Washington, DC demonstrated that the
distinction between foreign and domestic
threats was of limited utility, the 2016
cyber shenanigans demonstrated the near
impossibility of separating “us” from
“them” when battling for the public’s
“hearts and minds.” Armed with new
Information Age technologies, almost
anyone, anywhere can inject imagery and
narrative into the data deluge in the
hopes that the material might go viral,
altering local and even global perceptions
of some unfolding situation. At issue is
when governments will adequately
respond to this new challenge. Also to be
considered is whether intelligence
analysts are beginning to seriously
monitor injected information to assess if
opponents’ intentions might be revealed
in the “fake news” data stream.
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